Create the perfect engagement photo and capture your love’s first reaction when you bend down on one knee—while the photographer captures the shot of a lifetime! Be sure to make arrangements prior to sailing to ensure your private photographer can be available. To learn more, call (800) 951-3532.

Make a splash while you pop the question in the relaxing, subdued environment at the Quiet Cove Pool, designed for easy pleasure, leisure and the beginning of a happily ever after. To learn more, call (800) 951-3532.

After the sun sets, delight in live music, cabaret shows, sports, dance parties and karaoke at exciting venues that cater exclusively to adults onboard Disney Cruise Line. One of those experiences could be the ideal opportunity for an unexpected engagement moment. To learn more, call (800) 951-3532.

Featured on the “Disney’s Fairy Tale Weddings” TV show on Freeform, you can have a relaxed, private proposal at your own cabana situated along the secluded, adults-only oasis, Serenity Bay. To learn more, call (800) 951-3532.

Enhance your engagement experience with a bottle of champagne, a box of chocolates and a beautifully presented red rose delivered to your stateroom, through Disney Cruise Line Gifts & Amenities. To learn more, call (800) 601-8455.